
Location 
First floor, Curiosity zone exhibition  
 

In a nutshell 
How do different types of music feel? Find out using this exhibit. 

 
What to do 
Stand on the vibrating mat and press one of the lit buttons on the stand to start a sample of music. Try each button in turn to 
compare the vibrations of each type of music. 
 

Time Required 
KS3 & KS4 3-4 minutes per student. 
 

What’s happening? 
Sounds reach us through vibrations, whether it is the vibrations through the air to reach our ears or the vibrations of our bones in 
the Sound bite exhibit. In this exhibit not only can you hear the music from the speakers above but you can feel the vibrations from 
the square mat you are stood on. Different types of music have different patterns of vibration to produce the sound. The vibrations 
you feel below your feet will also be happening in the speakers above. Speakers turn the electronic signal of the music into the 
vibrations of the speaker cones that produce the sound waves you hear. A microphone works in the opposite directions, detecting 
the vibrations of the sound waves in the air and turning them into an electronic signal. If the music is faster with more bass you will 
feel more frequent stronger vibrations, slower quieter classical music will produce more gentle vibrations.  
 
 

Curriculum links 

KS3 Science - Sound waves 

 sound needs a medium to travel, the speed of sound in air, in water, in solids 
 sound produced by vibrations of objects, in loud speakers, detected by their effects on microphone diaphragm 

and the ear drum; sound waves are longitudinal 
Design & Technology 

 understand how more advanced mechanical systems used in their products enable changes in movement and 
force 

KS4 Science-  Waves in air, fluids and solids 

 describe wave motion in terms of amplitude, wavelength, frequency and period; define wavelength and 
frequency and describe and apply the relationship between these and the wave velocity 

Science - Microphones and speakers; oscillating currents in detection and generation of radiation (Single) 

 explain the action of the microphone in converting the pressure variations in sound waves into variations in 
current in electrical circuits, and the reverse effect as used in loudspeakers and headphones 

English - Spoken 

 listening to and building on the contributions of others, asking questions to clarify and inform, and challenging 
courteously when necessary 

Design and technology 

 how electronic systems provide functionality to products and processes, including sensors and control devices 
to respond to a variety of inputs, and devices to produce a range of outputs 

 the functions of mechanical devices, to produce different sorts of movement, changing the magnitude and 
direction of forces 

 
 
Relates to:  
 

Workshops & Theme Days Shows Trails Other exhibits 

 On Shaky Ground? (KS3 & KS4)  Boggling Brains (KS3 & KS4)  

 Seeing sound 

 Hearing range 

 Sound bite 

 Surprising sounds 

 Whisper dishes 


